[Effect of extracts from Panax ginseng, Panax notoginseng, and Ligusticum chuanxiong on vascular smooth muscle cells of aging and hypertension rats].
To observe and compare the effects of aging and hypertension on rats' aortic vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and the effects of the extracts from Panax ginseng, Panax notoginseng and Ligusticum chuanxiong. The rat aortic VSMCs model was established using the method of primary cell culture. Of them, the rats of the aging experiment were divided into 5 groups, i.e., the young control group (as Yon), the old group (as Old), the old + probucol group (as Old+Pro), the old +low dose extracts group (as Old+Pro), and the old+high dose extracts group (as Old+High). The rats of the hypertension experiment were divided into 5 groups, i.e., the Wistar-Kyoto control group (as WKY), the spontaneously hypertensive rat group (as SHR), the SHR +Valsartan group (as SHR+Val), the SHR+low dose extracts group (as SHR+Low), and the SHR+high dose extracts group (SHR+High). The proliferation of VSMCs was detected using MTT. The expression of MMP-9 was detected by immunocytochemical assay. The mRNA and protein expressions of peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-gamma (PPAR-gamma) were detected using RT-PCR and Western blot respectively. Compared with the Yon group, the proliferation of VSMCs and the MMP-9 expression increased, the mRNA and protein expressions of PPAR-gamma decreased in the Old group, all showing statistical difference (P < 0.05). Compared with the Old group, the proliferation of VSMCs and the MMP-9 expression obviously decreased, the mRNA expression of PPAR-gamma obviously increased in the Old+Pro group, the Old+High group, and the Old+Low group (all P < 0.05). The PPAR-y protein expression obviously increased in the Old+Pro group and the Old+Low group (P < 0.05). Compared with the WKY group, the proliferation of VSMCs and the expression of MMP-9 obviously increased, the mRNA and protein expressions of PPAR-gamma obviously decreased in the SHR group (all P < 0.05). Compared with the SHR group, the proliferation of VSMCs and the expression of MMP-9 obviously decreased, the mRNA and protein expressions of PPAR-gamma obviously increased in the SHR+Val group, the SHR+High group, and the SHR + Low group (all P < 0.05). Both aging and hypertension could result in excessive proliferation of rat aortic VSMCs and the expression changes of correlated cytoactive factors. The extracts from Panax ginseng, Panax notoginseng (Burk.) and Ligusticum chuanxiong can lower their proliferation levels and reduce the expressions of negative cytokines, thus reducing aging and hypertension induced injury of VSMCs and delaying angiocellular aging.